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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) 2 were found in 2007 among the cellular RNAs exported into the extracellular space in vesicles (1 ) , which were also reported to deliver RNA cargo to recipient cells. This compelling in vitro finding was quickly followed in 2008 by a report that extracellular RNA was detectable in bodily fluids and potentially useful as a biomarker. Chim et al. described in Clinical Chemistry that placental miRNAs circulated in protected fashion in the maternal blood (2 ) . Highly stable, these miRNAs were advanced as potential tools for pregnancy monitoring.
Additional confirmation of circulating miRNAs was provided over the course of 2008 by independent laboratories. Although other circulating nucleic acids as well as miRNAs within cells and tissues had been under investigation for some time, these reports gave the first indications that circulating miRNAs might serve as cancer biomarkers. Lawrie et al. found increased miRs-21, -155, and -210 in sera of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma patients (3 ). Tewari's group published an association of increased serum miR-141 with prostate cancer (4 ) . A subsequent publication by Chen et al. measured increased miR-25 and miR-223 in serum of lung cancer cases (5 ) . The positive reception of these and later reports was accompanied by enthusiasm that the "liquid biopsy" might obviate the need for more invasive testing and also allow early warning of oncogenesis.
miRNA Biology and Biomarker Suitability miRNAs are short RNA molecules. The average mature miRNA is 21 or 22 nucleotides in length and is processed from a hairpin precursor. When incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex, a miRNA may bind to target sequences in other RNA molecules with some degree of complementarity (for a comprehensive review of miRNAs and their function, see (6 ) ). mRNAs that are targeted by miRNAs-and their protein products-are often modestly downregulated. Several thousand human miRNAs have been reported or predicted. Only a small fraction of these miRNAs are sufficiently abundant in any given cell type to exert posttranslational regulation. For example, a single miRNA, miR-122, comprises the majority of miRNA copies in the hepatocyte.
The twin bases for the attractiveness of extracellular miRNA as biomarkers are stability and dysregulation in the diseased cell. While bound to Argonaute proteins, miRNAs are stable in the extracellular environment after release from cells, whether as unprotected ribonucleoprotein complexes or within membranous vesicles (7, 8 ) . The released miRNA can be detected and quantitated as part of the "miRNome" of a biological fluid, such as plasma or serum. In diseased tissue, and especially in cancers, miRNA dysregulation has been well established. If the miRNA changes in a tumor, for example, are reflected in the circulation, invasive tissue biopsies could be replaced by straightforward assays of easily obtained blood products, and early warnings of tumorigenesis might be possible.
Critical Reevaluation
Over the past 7 years, fulfilling the biomarker promise of stable miRNAs in circulation has remained a work in progress, in both cancer research and studies of nonneoplastic disease. Commonly reported miRNA biomarkers are largely nonspecific, associated with a wide range of conditions and outcomes. Limited overlap has been observed between the findings of even very similar studies of the same disease. Methodological challenges have been offered as explanations for this variability (9 -12 ) . Will it be possible to advance the field and move miRNA biomarkers from theory to clinical utility? In this review, the diagnostic specificity and reproducibility of miRNA biomarkers in circulation are examined by way of several examples. The concept of the tumor biomarker and its relevance to circulating miRNA findings is then assessed. Finally, several suggestions are provided, including a redoubled focus on miRNA in extracellular vesicles or other carriers, to maximize the biomarker discovery prospects of future miRNA profiling.
Diagnostic Specificity and Reproducibility

MULTIPLE ASSOCIATIONS: THE CASE OF miR-141
As described in the first circulating miRNA publication, maternal blood concentrations of miR-141 increased during pregnancy (2 ). Mitchell et al. found that miR-141 distinguished prostate cancer cases from controls, but the authors correctly noted that aberrant expression had been reported in other cancers of epithelial origin, including breast, colon, and lung (4 ). Thus, even the first 6 months of circulating miRNA publication presaged specificity questions: what would an increased miR-141 concentration tell the clinician-that lung, colon, or breast cancer is present, or that the patient is pregnant?
More complications became apparent as more data became available. Whereas miR-141 increased in pregnancy, increased concentrations were associated with preeclampsia (13 ) . Patients with lower miR-141 were more likely to have systemic lupus erythematosus (14 ) . In cancers, higher concentrations of miR-141 in resected colorectal cancer patients were found to be associated with long-term and disease-free survival (15 ) , on the one hand, but on the other, and seemingly more consistently, with poor outcomes including biochemical recurrence (16 ) , increased metastasis (17 ) in prostate cancer, or poor prognosis in prostate cancer (18 ) , hepatocellular carcinoma (19 ) , and colon cancer (20 ) . Results obtained in an identification cohort supported association of miR-141 with bladder cancer; however, this was not confirmed in a validation cohort (21 ) . One publication reported no differences in serum miR-141 concentrations of biopsy-positive and -negative prostate patients (although miR-141 was associated with higher Gleason score) (22 ) . Another study found that miR-141 concentrations were similar in prostate cancer cases and controls (23 ) . Some authors even reported difficulty detecting miR-141 in the circulation (24 ) .
Faced with this range of results and associations, are miR-141 and other miRNAs, such as the intensively investigated miR-21, really "prostate cancer markers" (25 ) ? Or, for that matter, specific markers of any other disease? Or are these miRNAs, when increased in circulation, simply indicative of general disease states such as inflammation (25 ) ? Specificity questions about miRNAs are not restricted to certain cancers. A recent review found that changes in circulating miR-16, -155, -21, -126, and -223 were each reported to be associated with at least 10 nonneoplastic conditions (26 ) . Possibly, the utility of such miRNAs lies not in screening, but in the context of an already quite involved knowledge of the patient's condition (as seen, for example, in (22, 23 ) ) and alongside other biomarkers.
BREAST CANCER STUDIES: WIDESPREAD LACK OF REPRODUCIBILITY PERSISTS
Specificity concerns may be accompanied and compounded by disparate findings by independent investigators. An important investigation of circulating miRNAs as breast cancer (BC) biomarkers was published in 2013 by Leidner et al. (27 ) . Fifteen previous reports were compared with the authors' high-throughput sequencing dataset. In 10 studies that measured miRNAs with individual quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays, only miR-21 (3 studies) and miR-155 (2 studies) were found to be upregulated in circulation by Ͼ1 group, even though 7 of the groups used the same normalization strategy. Five larger-scale profiling studies were also analyzed. In those studies, neither miR-21 nor miR-155 was consistently identified. In fact, 1 study reported downregulation of miR-21, and 2 reported downregulation of miR-155. There was no overlap of significantly differentially expressed miRNAs between Reviews the Leidner et al. dataset and others. The authors noted that consistently discordant results outnumbered concordant results, justifying what they called "dampening enthusiasm" in their article title (27 ) .
What of more recent developments? Between the Leidner et al. inclusion cutoff of July 2012 and September 2014, at least 26 additional publications have reported on circulating miRNAs in BC. To update the Leidner et al. findings, I examined these more recent publications as well. It is of course impossible to compare directly the results of all studies, since some have focused on distinct questions, such as response to particular therapies, prognostics vs diagnostics, metastasis, or genotype associations. Several investigators have measured only a small number of miRNAs, whereas others have performed genome-wide analysis. Nevertheless, 20 new publications were found to be directly relevant, in addition to 12 previous studies. A description of the methods and a citation list are provided in Supplemental Materials, which accompanies the online version of this article at http://www.clinchem.org/ content/vol61/issue1.
Unfortunately, the more recent findings have not helped to build consensus. Differential regulation of a total of 143 miRNAs in plasma or serum was reportedly BC-associated across 32 publications (Fig. 1 ). Of these miRNAs, 100 were reported in only 1 publication. Discordant results were reported in different publications for 25 of the remaining 43 miRNAs, with discordance defined as different direction of regulation or differential regulation juxtaposed with at least 1 publication finding the miRNA to be a stable reference. An additional 8 miRNAs had fold regulation of Ͻ2 in a third or more of the supporting publications (a fold change that would be difficult to verify with qPCR in the clinical setting), or the magnitude of regulation could not be determined from the data provided.
Only 10 miRNAs, then, were found to be differentially regulated in the same direction and by Ͼ2-fold in Ͼ1 study (see online Supplemental Table 1 ). Just 1 miRNA, miR-126, was reported in Ͼ2 publications. The star arm (alternative sequence) of miR-126 was also reported in 2 of the same publications. Eight of the miRNAs were downregulated in BC cases-by 3.4-to 19-fold-a situation that, for reasons outlined below, could not be due directly to processes in the tumor tissue itself. The support for all 10 miRNAs derived entirely (9) or mostly (1) from 4 publications from the same institution, including 3 with overlapping authorship; the samples were presumably derived from the same or similar populations. One interpretation is that these findings underline the need to minimize preanalytic variables, including population diversity, sampling and processing protocol variations, and use of different sequencing or analysis facilities. This does not bode well, however, for clinical utility.
Strikingly, the same miRNAs and other small RNAs used and in some cases validated as stable references were almost all reported to be differentially regulated in BC serum or plasma in other publications. These included miR-16 (the most commonly used miRNA reference in qPCR experiments and also one of few miRNAs found to be differentially regulated in Ͼ2 BC publications), and miRs-10b, -30a, -30d,-103, -148b, -191, and -192, as well as the small RNA U6.
It should be noted that several other miRNA species were labeled as "discordant" in this analysis but deserve special mention. Differential expression of miR-21 was reported in 9 studies. In 7 studies, miR-21 was upregulated by 1.2-to 200-fold; in 1 study, the direction of regulation was unclear; and in 1 study, miR-21 was downregulated 4-fold. Although labeled here as "discordant," the weight of the evidence indicates upregulation of extracellular circulating miR-21 in BC plasma and serum. However, miR-21 is no more likely to be a specific BC marker than it is to be a specific prostate cancer marker. miR-21 was also associated with benign tumors (28 ) and is one of the most commonly reported biomarkers for other cancers and a variety of nonneoplastic conditions (26 ) . miR-21 would be useful in BC only in combination with other, specific markers. As noted above, endothelial marker miR-126 was downregulated 2-to 33-fold in 3 studies, and its star arm was also downregulated. These findings might merit further research into how endothelia sense and signal BC states. Other miRNAs with occasionally reproduced findings included miR-155 and -223 (see Of 143 circulating miRNAs reported to be differentially regulated, 100 were supported by just 1 reference; 25 others had discordant results across publications. Of the remaining 18 miRNAs, 8 had fold changes too low to be confirmed. Of 10 concordant results, 9 were supported entirely by publications from the same institution and had authors in common.
online Supplemental Materials), but again, these have many reported disease associations.
Against the scattered positive findings, multiple studies have also reported completely negative results. These include a relatively large microarray study in which sera from 410 matched cases and controls were profiled comprehensively by Affymetrix chips (29 ) . Only small differences were found, "ranging from 4% to 19%"-i.e., differences that would not be reliably detectable with qPCR assays-and in any case, not one of these was significant. In its infancy, a neoplastic growth that displaces, not replaces, healthy tissue could not possibly be directly responsible for a decline of any miRNA in circulation, even if expression of that miRNA were completely shut off in the growth. Shutdown of a miRNA in cancer cells might result from genetic rearrangement or epigenetic silencing (30 ) , but downregulation in circulation could happen only if the growing tumor negatively affected expression of the miRNA in other cells or, less plausibly, influenced stability of the miRNA in circulation. In contrast, a metastatic growth that replaces the healthy tissue source of a miRNA could conceivably reduce circulating concentrations of a miRNA to a degree commensurate with the percentage of tissue replaced. It seems likely that a cancer that replaced the majority of all sources of a particular miRNA would be fatal, or at least easily diagnosed without recourse to circulating biomarkers. Reductions in circulating miRNAs, if confirmed, are probably not the result of changed expression in the tumor and are, instead, nonspecific responses to the presence of neoplastic growth.
TUMOR RNA IS UNLIKELY TO EXPLAIN UPREGULATED CIRCULATING miRNA
Could a tumor directly increase the amount of specific circulating miRNAs? Here, the answer is a very qualified yes. We must first consider that most extracellular miRNAs in circulation have a blood or endothelial cell origin (31, 32 ) . miRNAs abundant in these cells and their releasates are highly unlikely to be direct biomarker candidates. The fraction of extracellular RNA deriving from tissue is unknown and variable, but small. The fraction hailing from any given tissue would be determined by the amount of that tissue in the body, its relative vascularization, and other factors, but would certainly be even smaller. Finally, the fraction of circulating miRNA from a tumor would depend on the tumor's size and access to blood supply and the difference in miRNA expression compared with surrounding healthy tissue.
To continue with the BC comparison, consider the optimal situation of a hypothetical miRNA produced only in breast tissue. For a 65-kg individual with breast weight of around 1.5 kg and breast volume of around 1700 cm 3 , a stage I tumor of 0.5 cm in diameter might be only four-thousandths of 1% of total breast tissue. A much larger 5-cm tumor might represent about 4% of total breast volume. In these 2 scenarios, the stage I tumor would have to contribute 50 000-fold more RNA to the blood than healthy tissue to reach even a 2-fold increase of the hypothetical miRNA in circulation. This increase would need to be achieved through some combination of upregulation in the cell, selective export, and enhanced stability in circulation. The large tumor would need only a 50-fold differential. Of course, the assumption that breast tissue is the only contributor of a circulating miRNA is inaccurate for most of the fairly ubiquitous miRNAs that have been proposed as biomarkers. Thus, for most tumors and miRNAs, upregulation by many orders of magnitude would be required to affect circulating concentrations of the miRNA. Such levels of overexpression might well induce toxicity. Furthermore, such drastic upregulation of specific miRNAs in tumor tissue is largely inconsistent with the literature. Compared with adjacent healthy tissue, fold changes of Ͻ2 are not at all uncommon (33 ) . Although direct contributions of a tumor to circulating miRNA upregulation are more plausible than responsibility for downregulation, few tumors would release enough copies of a normally expressed miRNA to achieve a measurable increase in the peripheral blood. A miRNA-based liquid biopsy could not possibly detect the contributions of small, otherwise undetectable growths. Again, as for the downregulated miRNA, it is more likely that any upregulation observed in circulation is the result of a response or responses to the presence of neoplasm.
POSSIBLE EXCEPTION: NORMALLY SILENCED miRNAS
In contrast, a hypothetical low-abundance or normally unexpressed miRNA that through an oncogenetic event becomes highly expressed in cancer cells could make an excellent biomarker. It is entirely conceivable that even a small tumor could generate enough of a rare miRNA to be detected in circulation. For good reasons, miRNAs that are not found in the majority of samples are often filtered out of analysis, however. In some studies, these potential markers may have been overlooked. Interestingly, Leidner et al. discarded common blood miRNAs before analysis, effectively focusing on just these rare miRNAs (27 ) . The possibility of reanalysis and discovery is another argument for public availability of raw and normalized data. However, this cate-gory of biomarker might not be found in a sizable fraction of patients.
In summary, the contribution of neoplastic cells to total circulating extracellular miRNA is in most cases relatively small and often undetectable, such that any confirmed changes in circulation must be traced instead to responses to the presence of cancer. Downregulated circulating miRNAs in particular cannot be well explained by dysregulation in the tumor. Furthermore, the contribution of tumors is correspondingly more meager in early stages of cancer, just when reliable results of a liquid biopsy might be most desirable. Effects of the tumor on surrounding tissue or broader systems, or responses of, e.g., the immune system to the presence of the tumor are more plausible explanations for the appearance of altered miRNA profiles in circulation. These "danger signals" are likely nonspecific, in both cancer and nonneoplastic diseases.
POTENTIAL ADVANCES: EXTRACELLULAR VESICLE FRACTIONATION AND SAMPLING PROTOCOLS
If the goal is to sense the tumor itself remotely, narrowing the search field will be necessary; in essence, translating into reality the sole source assumption in the illustration above. Rather than whole plasma or serum, it would be useful to examine only those miRNAs released from the tumor, or from the tumor and its surrounding tissue. There are 2 complementary approaches that might help to narrow the search.
BLOOD PRODUCT FRACTIONATION
How is miRNA carried and protected in the blood? Extracellular miRNAs are associated abundantly with Argonaute complexes (7, 8, 34 ) , which may be released nonspecifically. Lipoprotein particles have also been described as carriers, although their significance remains unclear (35 ) . Finally, a minority of extracellular miRNA is associated with extracellular vesicles (EVs) (1, 8, 36 ) . Of these 3 classes of carrier, EVs, which arise from plasma or internal membranes of progenitor cells (37 ) , are the most likely to permit assessment of cellular source on the basis of surface markers, and to be isolated and purified by means of these markers. In this way, a hypothetical marker, assuming sufficient surface occupancy on the membranes of the progenitor cell and the departing vesicle, would provide enrichment opportunities. An abundant central nervous system (CNS) marker, for example, might allow isolation of CNS-origin EVs from the deafening background of more abundant EVs and other complexes.
To be sure, the EV as carrier of small RNA is not a novel concept. For several decades, it has been known that small RNAs are released in retroviral particles, which could rightly be considered a type of EV. The most abundant and first recognized of these RNAs were cellular transfer RNA molecules, which serve as primers for retroviral cDNA synthesis (38 ) . That is, the retrovirus carries these molecules to new host cells and subverts them for a specific function. In terms of miRNAs, the first report of circulating miRNAs described their insensitivity to 0.2-m filtration and presaged the need for ultracentrifugation studies for further characterization (2 ) 40 ) . Strikingly, cancer stages were segregated perfectly (i.e., with no overlap between groups) by protein concentration of EpCAM-positive EVs, suggesting EV protein, if verified, as a powerful marker that might eclipse RNA. Recent work has also indicated that the concentration of RNA in EVs is quite low (41 ) . Nevertheless, these studies advanced the concept that characteristics of EV populations, including RNA content, could diagnose cancer and differentiate between cancer stages. Despite the recognition of EV miRNA since the start of the rush to identify circulating miRNA, though, relatively few studies have examined this or other potentially informative fractions of plasma, serum, and other biofluids.
LOCAL SAMPLING
For some organ systems and biofluids, sampling could be performed before EVs of interest are diluted in the bloodstream or other spaces. Li et al. (42 ) recently revealed the possibilities of local sampling combined with EV isolation for bile. Just as bile EVs would be highly diluted after release into the small intestine, tumor EVs exiting the tissue will be quickly diluted in blood. Similarly, finding brain EVs in cerebrospinal fluid might be preferable to searching for the same vesicles in the peripheral blood. Whether or not tissuespecific EV can be isolated by surface markers, local sampling, although perhaps challenging to standardize and control for, could provide a relatively undiluted version of the miRNA releasate from an organ. The relatively invasive nature of these techniques and focus on specific organs would preclude any use in routine screening. However, the locoregional sampling approach might allow collection of markers for response to therapy in advanced disease.
Challenges, Opportunities, and Recommendations
PROFILING OF UNFRACTIONATED PLASMA OR SERUM
For additional profiling of unfractionated plasma or serum, the foremost concerns are to establish standardized sampling and processing protocols (43) (44) (45) (46) ; account for the effects of RNA extraction methods Specificity and Reproducibility of miRNA Biomarkers Reviews (9, 47, 48 ) , profiling platforms (49, 50 ) , and analysis (46 ) ; and develop and adhere to norms for reporting of methods and data (12, (51) (52) (53) (54) . These issues have been addressed adequately elsewhere and also apply to other biofluids and more-focused studies on EVs. To this list, I would add, though, that investigators should carefully consider whether single-miRNA studies, motivated by tumor expression findings, remain useful and have sufficient theoretical underpinning to justify use of precious resources including patient samples. It may be that more comprehensive profiling, not less, is needed to assess the utility of circulating miRNA. Perhaps improvements in technology and its accessibility will allow a renaissance of circulating miRNA studies, similar to what has occurred in the field of circulating DNA biomarkers, once also prone to conflicting results.
ISOLATION OF EVs
For isolation of EVs, much uncharted territory lies ahead. The challenges of comparing studies will be heightened while different sample processing and EV isolation methods abound (55, 56 ) . Even the nomenclature of EVs is unsettled (57 ) : is an "exosome" defined by size, biogenesis, surface markers, or a combination of features? And what, if any, are the distinguishing features of an exosome and a "microvesicle" of similar size after release from the cell? These questions have prompted some individuals in the scientific community to gather the various proposed types under the "extracellular vesicle" term.
ACHIEVING AND ASSESSING EV PURITY
Whatever the nomenclature, EVs and their subsets will be useful for narrowing the search for diagnostic and prognostic miRNAs only if they can be isolated reproducibly and to high levels of purity while retaining sufficient material for downstream analyses. In this regard, Webber and Clayton were right to ask, "How pure are your vesicles?" (58 ) . Against a backdrop of gold-standard techniques that require ultracentrifugation and time-consuming gradients (59, 60 ) but may themselves benefit from careful optimization (61 ), numerous commercial kits for isolation and purification of EVs have been developed. These kits may be useful, but they should not be relied on off-the-shelf without rigorous comparison to legacy techniques, particularly since some appear to consist of nonspecific precipitation reagents. In performing comparisons, the purity of EV subpopulations is often imputed from detection of proteins thought to be enriched in exosomes. However, this approach does not establish purity, only the presence of a target protein. Isolation of extracellular vesicles should not be confused with total number of detected particles, total recovered protein, detection of presumed target proteins, or detection of miRNAs or other RNA species. A combined approach to assessing purity was recently recommended (58 ) . Development and use of vesicle standards that can be spiked into EV preparations at different stages of purification will also be important.
EV SUBPOPULATIONS
The issues of specificity and reproducibility that affect whole biofluid research will also apply to EVs unless reliable enrichment of organ-, cell-, or disease-specific vesicles occurs. A major focus of upcoming research must be the development of these techniques. Along the way, we must also answer pressing questions. For example, what percentage of EVs in circulation derives from tissue? To what extent can EVs be isolated by tissue or cell type of origin with antibody-based methods? Although flow cytometry can reliably separate cell types on the basis of surface markers, the surface occupancy of traditional markers must be considered when so little surface area is present as on a small EV. How many molecules per particle are needed to identify or immunoprecipitate EV? In terms of size-based separation, there is evidence that in cancer studies, characteristic vesicles may be discarded in standard stepped centrifugation protocols. These large vesicles, dubbed "large oncosomes," approach the size of platelets and are both rich in potential biomarkers and preferentially released by cancer cells (62 ) . Finally, assuming efficiency of EV isolation, can enough RNA be reliably extracted from a small minority of total EVs in clinically relevant fluid volumes to support representative RNA profiling? In the era of single-cell analysis, it is important to remember that the volume of an averagesized vesicle is 6 -7 orders of magnitude smaller than that of its parent cell.
OPTIMIZATION, STANDARDIZATION, AND THE
NOVELTY-DRIVEN SCIENTIFIC FUNDING MODEL
In the US, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy recently issued a request for information regarding reproducibility initiatives in science (63 ) . Considering the positive effects on biomarker studies and beyond, it might be hoped that funding bodies will take steps to complement the current emphasis on novelty in awarding resources with increased funds and programs for reproduction studies. One approach would be to make assessment of methods and replication and reproduction of results a part of grant review, asking the study section to rank positively applications that include methods comparisons, reproduction of existing findings, or provisions for independent verification of anticipated results as aims or subaims of the proposed project. Only the availability of funds will ensure that rigorous foundations are laid for reproducible biomarker findings.
Conclusions
To date, circulating miRNA research has not resulted in highly specific, validated disease markers. Focusing on extracellular vesicles and advanced sampling and isolation techniques may help to maximize the likelihood that useful markers will be validated in the future. However, any confirmation that occurs-whether in whole biofluid or EV studies-will stem from careful optimization and standardization of conditions. These research questions may not be considered entirely novel or innovative, but they must be addressed if EVbased miRNA profiling is to succeed in translating basic research into the clinic. 
